A digital breast cancer detection system using 65 nm technology complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuits with rotating 4 × 4 antenna array is presented. Gaussian monocycle pulses are generated by CMOS logic circuits and transmitted by a 4 × 4 matrix antenna array via two CMOS single-pole-eight-throw (SP8T) switching matrices. Radar signals are received and converted to digital signals by CMOS equivalent time sampling circuits. By rotating the 4 × 4 antenna array, the reference signal is obtained by averaging the waveforms from various positions to extract the breast phantom target response. A signal alignment algorithm is proposed to compensate the phase shift of the signals caused by the system jitter. After extracting the scattered signal from the target, a bandpass filter is applied to reduce the noise caused by imperfect subtraction between original and the reference signals. The confocal imaging algorithm for rotating antennas is utilized to reconstruct the breast image. A 1 cm 3 bacon block as a cancer phantom target in a rubber substrate as a breast fat phantom can be detected with reduced artifacts.
Introduction
The research on breast cancer detection and breast monitoring using microwave has been studied widely in the past two decades. X-ray mammography has been used as a detection technology. However, it causes ionizing radiation. The microwave imaging is based on the facts that the normal breast tissue and the cancer tissue have contrast in electrical properties [1] [2] [3] . According to the frequency ranges, two kinds of methods are studied for breast imaging: tomography which utilizes the single frequency and time-domain confocal imaging which utilizes ultrawideband signals. The tomography aims at reconstructing the distribution of electrical properties in the whole breast by use of inversion method [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Meanwhile, the confocal imaging aims at indicating the position of the target by use of the delay time of the reflected signal [9] [10] [11] . Both methods have their own merits and demerits. The tomography can recover the entire information of the breast under test. However, it sometimes takes a long time and large calculation consumption to get the final results. It also encounters ill-positioned cases which cannot make the results convergent. On the other hand, as confocal imaging only employs the time delay information to estimate the position of the target, the data processing is relatively simpler than tomography. However, the complete information of the breast cannot be recovered.
Research groups around the world are developing prototype experiment systems based on either tomography or confocal imaging. Epstein et al. have developed a prototype tomography system using monopole antenna array [12, 13] . For the time-domain method, Klemm et al. [14, 15] and Porter et al. [16] [17] [18] system [19, 20] . Their systems have been tested on clinical cases and obtained some promising results. Nonetheless, these systems consist of large off-the-shelf equipment such as vector network analyzers (VNA), which make the system only be installed in the hospital and cannot be used for frequent examination at home. Therefore, miniaturization of the imaging system is essential for widespread use [21] [22] [23] . In our previous work, functional CMOS integrated circuits were developed for Gaussian monocycle pulse generation, highspeed sampling, and channel switching [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Additionally, a complete imaging system using these CMOS circuits was proposed and the feasibility was examined [31] . In this paper, the more compact digital detection system with rotating 4 × 4 antenna array for higher resolution of both amplitude and time is presented and applied to a breast phantom. The rotating method is used for extracting the target reflection from the received signals. A signal alignment method based on the least square is proposed to eliminate the phase shifts caused by the system jitter. The bandpass filter is employed to mitigate the high-frequency noise introduced in the target reflection. The improvement of the imaging performance demonstrates the effectiveness of the signal processing methods. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the composition of the compact hardware system. Section 3 describes the breast phantoms and experiment settings and details the experiment operating procedures. Section 4 shows the data obtained from the system and specifies the signal processing methods. The effects of these methods on the imaging quality are discussed. In the final section, a conclusion is made.
Hardware System Description
Photographs of this system are shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). In this system, Gaussian monocycle pulse (GMP) trains which have the pulse width of 160 ps, the center frequency of 6 GHz, and the repetition rate of 100 MHz is generated by a transmitter-chip (Tx-chip) [29, 30] and transmitted by a Tx module as shown in Figure 2 . Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show Tx-chip wire bonding and a top view of Tx module, respectively. The Tx-chip size is 1.57 mm × 1.06 mm. The differential output pads for the GMP having the bandwidth of 7 GHz (3 GHz-10 GHz) of the Tx-chip are connected to GSG pads of the Tx FR-4 printed circuit board (PCB) by wire bonding. In order to shorten the length of the bonding wire, the surface of the Tx-chip and that of the PCB are aligned by countersinking the Tx-chip in the PCB. The resulting wire length is 680 m.
Received signals are converted to digital data by a receiver-chip (Rx-chip). The equivalent sampling speed of the Rx-chip is 102.4 GS/s [27] . The Rx-chip is assembled on FR-4 PCB by wire bonding. The surface of the Rx-chip and that of the PCB are aligned to shorten the length of the bonding wire as shown in Figure 3 . Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show Rx-chip wire bonding and a top view of Rx module, respectively. The Rx-chip size is 2.3 mm × 1.6 mm.
The ultrawideband (UWB) GMP signal is distributed to a Tx-antenna of 4 × 4 matrix antennas [32] by a CMOS single-pole-eight-throw (SP8T) switching (SW) matrix [26] . In order to get rid of parasitic capacitances and inductances of the wire bonding, the flip-chip technology is used as shown in and a top view of SW-module, respectively. The SW-chip size is 2.3 mm × 1.6 mm.
Experiment
The amplified GMP signal train is shown in Figure 5 . A software is developed to control the SW matrix through the control board. The reflected signals are received by the receiving (Rx) antennas in turn. The received signals are amplified by a LNA part on the amplifier board and subsequently digitalized by the sampling circuits. As the jitter exists in the system, the sampling procedure is repeated for 16 times to improve the resolution of the signal by averaging. As a result, the 4-bit ADC becomes an equivalent 8-bit ADC and 256 least significant bits (LSB) can be achieved. At last, the data are saved in the laptop computer for the offline postprocessing. Figure 6 shows the signal before and after averaging. The averaged signals are defined as the original signals in the postprocessing. Experiments are conducted by rotating the 4 × 4 matrix antennas and changing detection positions for extracting the target reflection. Since there are jitters existing in the system, the signals obtained in different positions may have offsets in the time dimensions. An alignment method based on the least squared error is proposed to eliminate the phase shifts. The bandpass filter is applied to the target signal to suppress the noise. The confocal image is generated to demonstrate the effect of the signal processing method and the feasibility of the system.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7 . The breast phantom is fabricated by use of a rubber since the rubber has similar dielectric properties to those of breast fat tissues. The breast phantom consists of two 2 cm thick rubber substrates. The size of the lower one is 15 cm × 15 cm and the antenna array is consolidated on it. The center of the substrate is consistent with that of the antenna array. 16 cables are used to connect the 4 × 4 antenna array and SW matrix during the experiment [32] . The cables are confined by a plate with 16 small holes to reduce the movement of the cables because the connecting status may cause the signals to change a lot. The upper rubber substrate is cut and polished as a thin cylinder. The diameter of the cylinder is 130 mm. A thin plate with a 130 mm diameter hole is fixed on the lower substrate, in which the cylinder rubber can be inserted and rotated. The centers of the hole and the cylinder substrate coincide with the ones of the lower substrate and the antenna array. The angular scale labels are printed on the plate. Therefore, the rotation experiment can be conducted accurately and the relative positions between antennas and phantom can be calculated.
A 1 cm 3 bacon is utilized as the target to mimic the tumor since bacon has similar permittivity to the breast tumor. The electrical properties of phantom materials and breast tissues are shown in Figure 8 .
A 10 mm depth hole is drilled into the upper cylinder rubber for inserting the target. The hole center is 15 mm from the center of the antenna center in direction. Place the cylinder into hollowed plate with angle scale. Since the thickness of the lower rubber is 20 mm and target size in direction is 10 mm, the distance between the antenna array and the target center in direction is 25 mm. The experiment is repeated by rotating the cylinder rubber from 0 to 360 degrees and the rotation step can be changed from 1∼90 degrees. In this experiment, the rotation step is chosen as 10 degrees. Then, the experiment is carried out for 36 times. During the rotation process, the positions between antennas are not changed. Therefore, the direct waves should be similar. However, the relative location of the target to the antenna array is varied at different angles. Therefore, the delay times of the target reflection are diverse. By averaging the signals at different angles, the direct wave remained. Meanwhile, the target reflection is reduced since the target reflections appear incoherently. The averaged signal is regarded as the reference signal and subtracted from the original ones so that the target reflection can be extracted. Utilize the delay 
Data Processing and Imaging
After the experiment is completed, the data have been saved in the computer. The first step to process the data is averaging the 16-time raw data to generate the original signals. The experiment is conducted 36 times by rotating the detection system by 10 degrees so that 36 sets of original signals are processed. In order to evaluate the proposed rotation method, a set of signals when there is no target existing are also acquired. Define this set of signals as without signals. The purpose of the rotation experiment is to extract the target reflection by use of the signals at different angles. Figure 10 shows the original data from Tx3-Rx7 antenna pair.
Since the signals are from the same antenna pair, the shape of the waveform is almost the same. However, the signals have offsets in the time dimension because of the system jitter. Therefore, before averaging the signals, phase shift compensation is necessary to eliminate the jitter effect. The procedure of the compensation is as follows. First, choose the signals which are acquired at 0 degrees as the baseline. Then, adjust the corresponding signals in other sets to align to the baseline counterpart. The alignment process is to find a best phase shift factor to make the squared error between two signals be the minimum. This least square optimization problem can be defined as follows:
where 0 is the baseline signal and is the signal from other sets. and are the start time and end time of the range for summation as shown in Figure 11 . They are determined by the max-peak ( max ) and min-peak ( min ) of the baseline signal. The range ( , ) is three times the interval between max and min . After the compensation processing, the signals at different angles are aligned. Figure 12 shows the signal at 120 degrees compared with baseline signal before and after compensation. After compensation, the direct wave parts match well and the later reflection parts are different. This is because the distance between the target and the antenna array varies and the timing of the target reflection changes at different angles. The aligned signals are averaged to generate a reference signal as shown in Figure 13 . By subtracting the reference signal from the original signals, the target response can be extracted as shown in Figure 14 . The parts in the pink frame are the target reflection. Figure 14 In order to confirm the validity of the extracted target response using the reference signal method, the ideal artificial removal method is applied by subtracting the without signal set. Figure 15 shows the differential signals using the without signal before and after alignment, together with the signal using the reference signal.
Comparing the signals in Figures 15(a) and 15(b) , it is obvious that the phase shift compensation is necessary because a small time shift will cause a large residues in direct wave range. Comparing the signals in Figures 15(b) and 15(c) , the direct wave is almost eliminated and the target response is successfully extracted by both the ideal removal method and the reference method. Theoretically, the direct wave should be absolutely removed by subtracting the without signal. However, because of the sampling error, the waveforms have little variation, resulting in a small residual noise in the differential signal. Meanwhile, since the reference signal is generated by averaging the signals in different position, the random noise is suppressed. Therefore, by using the reference signal, the artifact can be eliminated to the same level as the ideal one in this system. Figure 16 shows the confocal imaging results employing the signals by different methods. The processing time of the signal and image processing is about 40 seconds using a personal computer with i7-4790 CPU and 8 GB memory. Figures 16(a)∼16(c) show the confocal images using the unaligned signals in -, -, and -planes, respectively. Since the sampling error exists in the system, the target signals always have some high-frequency noise caused by the imperfect subtraction between original signals and reference signal. As shown in Figure 17 , compared to the target reflection, the noise resulting from imperfect subtraction has a lot of short-term pulses. The spikes may come from the quantum error in analog-digital conversion and the phase error in the equivalent sampling clock.
In order to suppress the noise, a bandpass filter is applied. The spectrum of the target reflection is shown in Figure 18 . The center frequency of the signal is about 4 GHz. Therefore, the cutoff frequencies are selected as 1 GHz and 7 GHz. The filtered signals are shown in Figure 19 . It can be seen that the noise is suppressed and the target reflection become smoother.
The confocal image by use of the signals after the bandpass filter is shown in Figure 20 . The white rectangle outlines indicate the actual size and position of the embedded target. Table 1 shows the comparison of signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), signal-to-mean ratio (SMR), and position error of confocal images for different target signal formations. Without alignment, a large residue was generated by the jitter after subtraction, resulting in the false detection. After phase shift compensation, the SCR was improved and the target was successfully recognized. The SCR was improved by use of the reference signal because the reference signal was averaged by 36 times, so that the random noise was suppressed. After bandpass filtering, the SCR and SMR were improved furthermore. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the data processing methods.
Conclusion
A rotating antenna array system was proposed for breast cancer detection using the CMOS integrated circuits. The radar operation using CMOS integrated circuits was demonstrated without any off-the-shelf large equipment. The target signal could be extracted from the differential signal between the received signal and the reference signal which was acquired by averaging the signals at different rotation points. The jitter in this system was suppressed by the phase shift compensation with alignment based on the least square method during the formation of differential signals. The bandpass filter was applied to remove the high-frequency noise which was caused by the imperfect subtraction for differential signals. After alignment and filtering, the highest SCR and SMR were achieved, demonstrating the feasibility of the proposed rotation system and the signal processing methods. Future work includes applying the system to heterogeneous phantoms and optimizing the imaging algorithm for more complex scenarios.
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